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POLL: Do you 
already trade with 
the US?



Ian Gowers, IOE&IT 

Exporting to the US



Unlocking trade potential – USA 
▪ A free trade agreement between two advanced economies will aim to lower tariffs

▪ However, US and post-transition UK tariffs will already be quite low – for example, highest UK
tariffs are set at 10% (for cars)

▪ Benefits come from aligning and harmonising standards and regulations

▪ Some estimates say a deal could add an extra 0.16% of GDP for the UK over the next 15 years

▪ However, government hopes to eliminate many tariffs and reduce non-tariff barriers by 50%

▪ Fully or partially untethered from EU regulations, the UK could adopt more US standards for its
goods and services

▪ Conversely, the US could also choose to adopt more UK standards in a select number of areas

▪ There will be some exceptions for those transiting through Northern Ireland

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/8
69592/UK_US_FTA_negotiations.pdf
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Exporting to the US from 1 January 
2021

Trade agreement

• The UK is seeking a free trade agreement with the US 

• We already have a mutual recognition agreement with them

Tariffs and quotas

• Until we sign a free trade agreement with the US, UK exports to the US under Most 
Favoured Nation (MFN) terms under World Trade Organization (WTO) rules

Product testing, certification and inspection

• Through mutual recognition agreements the UK and US recognise each other’s 
conformity assessments

• Some UK goods can be tested in the UK against US regulations

• The goods can then be sold in the US without additional testing there
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Exporting to the US from 1 January 
2021

For the US, control regulation affecting UK businesses will remain unchanged.

Controlled goods include:

• military items

• dual-use items (items with both civil and military uses)

• firearms

More details are available: 

• https://www.gov.uk/guidance/exporting-to-the-usa-after-eu-exit

• https://www.check-duties-customs-exporting-goods.service.gov.uk/selectdest
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Export declaration 
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• No different to any other export declaration

• Will be imputed into CHIEF/CDS 



Common information required for 
exports and imports:

• Who is the exporter/importer

• Customs Procedure Code (CPC)

• Commodity code

• Goods value

• Country of origin

• Country of destination

• Control information (licences)
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US import procedure 
• You have to be an entity within the US to import, so you will need to work 

with a Customs broker

• Customs brokers are licensed in the US as individuals who have their 
own brokering business or work for an established Broker or Logistic 
Provider.

• Customs brokers are required to have Power of Attorney to act on an 
importer’s behalf
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Custom brokers services - 1
• Filing import and export declarations 

Customs declarations are used to process the import/export of goods. Customs 
declarations can be filed prior to shipment arrival at the destination country (where 
allowed)

• Security filing 

Advance notification to authorities in importing countries, consisting of critical 
information for security screening. Examples are the US Importer Security Filing (ISF) 
and the EU Import Control System (ICS)

• Duties & taxes advancement

Facilitation of the payment of customs duties and taxes on behalf of the customer

• Services relating to other government agencies

Service to ensure the clearance of goods through other government agencies e.g. 
Ministry of Health, Department of Agriculture.
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Custom brokers services - 2
• Transit movement s

Management of the customs formalities for goods moving through one customs 
territory into another, or transportation of uncleared shipments within one customs 
territory.

• Permits and licensing application services

Providing support to obtain special licenses and permits

• Additional services 

▪ Foreign Trade Zone (FTZ)

▪ Bonded Warehouse

▪ Duty Drawback Processing

▪ Fiscal Representation

▪ Excise Duty Handling

▪ Many other services
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AEO programs
AEO Programs have been developed by Customs administrations throughout the 
North American region. 

• In Canada, the program operates under the name Partners in Protection (PIP).

• In the US it is known as Customs Trade Partnership Against Terrorism (CTPAT)

• In Mexico the program is just called Authorized Economic Operator (AEO)
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Benefits of AEO
• Makes border processes more efficient for pre-approved businesses recognized 

as low risk.

• Facilitates trade and enhances marketability and global competitiveness     

• Less likely to experience border delays due to examinations.

• Faster access to border and business resumption benefits in the event of border 
disruptions

• Reduced risk of potential tampering to their shipments
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Mutual Recognition
• US has partnerships with other customs administrations to extend AEO benefits to 

other international markets

• Known as Mutual Recognition Arrangements (MRAs), they allow AEO companies 
to receive border facilitation benefits in other countries

• AEO members who wish to receive MRA benefits must grant their respective 
program the consent to share the agreed-upon information. 

• To provide consent, please follow your AEO program’s guidance.
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POLL: Would a trade 
deal make you more 
or less likely to do 
trade with the US?



Webinar: 
America Made Easy - How to establish, grow and streamline 

your US business activity



Frank Levene
Independent Director, EMEA, Avitus Group Companies



ON YOUR SIDE IN THE U.S.
• For over 20 years, Avitus Group has provided business 

administration services for more than 3,000 companies.

• Avitus Group’s Business Solutions includes a suite of 
specialist services designed to help clients simplify, 
strengthen and grow their business. 

• The International Planning team has the professionalism and 
resources to get you up and running quickly and cost 
effectively. From planning your entry into the U.S. market to 
helping you sustain your business, our team offers the 
combination of customized and comprehensive support you 
need.



The U.S. economy accounts for a quarter of the 
world’s GDP at $21.4 trillion.

There are over 6 million companies and 265 million 
consumers in the U.S.

The U.S. is the UK’s largest export market for goods 
and services at 18.9% in 2019.

Each year over 36,000 UK companies export to the 
U.S. generating sales of approximately £46bn.

In 2019, the U.S. economy grew by around 2.3%.

The facts
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1.
Culture

• Marketing

• Customer

Service

• Recruitment

The challenges

Considerations for UK firms planning to invest in the US market

2.
Scale

• Market Size

• Time Zones

• Regional

Dynamics

3.
Compliance

• Federal Taxes

• State Taxes

• Insurance





Which market entry plan is right for you?

01. 02. 04.03.
US TEAM WITHOUT 

SETTING UP A COMPANY

• Validation Pilot

ESTABLISH A US FIRM 

WITH NO US EMPLOYEES

• Entity Formation

• Banking Assistance

• Insurance

ESTABLISH A US FIRM 

AND HIRE A US TEAM

• Entity Formation

• Banking Assistance

• Insurance

• Recruiting

• Co-employment

• Tax Planning and Preparation

• Accounting

STREAMLINE YOUR 

EXISTING US BUSINESS

• Insurance

• Recruiting

• Co-employment

• Tax Planning and Preparation

• Accounting



Step 1

Arrange a free 
consultation with 
one of our business 
advisers. 

Step 2

Design your market 
entry plan.

Step 3

Agree on the support 
you need and the initial 
time period you need it 
for.

Step 4

Launch your business 
in the U.S.

Step 5

Start making it big in 
America.

Star
t

Succes
s

What’s next How we support



POLL: What should 
the UK prioritise in 
its negotiations with 
the US?



STERLING AND THE US PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION
FOR THE POUND DOES IT REALLY MATTER WHO WINS?

WITH ANDY COOK, BIBBY FX. 13THOCTOBER 2020

INVOICE FINANCE • ASSET FINANCE • EXPORT FINANCE • TRADE FINANCE • FX



STERLING OVER THE LAST YEAR



LONG TERM DXY INDEX

1. Global financial crisis leads to  USD 
safe haven flows.

2. Eurozone debt crisis

3. US interest rate tightening cycle

4. Markets expect rate differential to   
reduce

5. That expectation declines as FED 
signals further rate hikes

6. Spike as pandemic causes rush to 
USD that is swiftly reversed by QE 
and FAIT



THE PLAYERS

Donald Trump

ACTIVELY PERSUING A WEAK 

US POLICY

Has been very vocal about 

currency manipulation by US 

trading partners

Joe Biden

NO PUBLICLY ANNOUNCED 

USD POLICY

Seen as steady hand –

potentially USD supportive

Leading in the polls..



WHERE NEXT? THE INITIAL REACTION…

If Trump wins we can expect 

a continuation of his weak 

USD policy. Sterling may 

receive an initial rally back 

towards the 1.35 level.

If Biden wins, his more 

hands off policy could see 

some initial USD strength. 

Historically the pound 

doesn’t like to be below 1.30 

but stimulus plans could 

ultimately reduce USD safe 

haven demand.



THE ELEPHANT IN THE ROOM
The US election, as important as it is, comes a distant second to Brexit in terms of the Pounds next 

direction.

Any form of trade deal, as bare bones as it may be will give Sterling a boost.

A no deal split will see the pound dip – at least until we see concrete evidence of the impact and any 

other trade deals the UK can make.

A Trump victory and a Brexit trade deal is the best case scenario for pound strength. In this case we 

should see the pound heading back towards 1.40.

A Biden victory and no Brexit deal could see the pound heading back towards its March lows.



OVER TO YOU

It is worth noting that after every recent US 

Presidential election other than George W 

Bush second term the USD has strengthened 

over the next few months..

Any questions……



Ask your question to our experts using the 
questions box in your interactive control panel

Live Q&A
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Getting UK businesses ready to sell overseas

Introduction to the Trader Support 
Service
19 October – 16:00

For updates on our webinars:
opentoexport.com/webinars
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Join us! Benefits geared towards helping you 
trade internationally:

• Technical helpline
• Professional recognition
• Networking and events
• Daily bulletins and communications
• Discounts on training
• Online resources
• Job board
• Terms and Condition templates
• CPD 

https://www.export.org.uk/page/membership

Membership with the Institute of Export & International Trade
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